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School Brief
The school is changing with the addition of new Basic
training teachers and the advent of the revised training
materials. This class gives a strong foundation for anyone who
is interested in understanding the mechanics and in making
the experiment to use
Human Design in daily life.
The four Basic training
teachers are getting good
feedback about bringing
classes closer to students. If
you've yet to take the Basic
training, several are being

Georgia Black, Jackson WY

offered this summer in time
for students to prepare for
the last analyst training of
the year. A correspondence
version is available if you
Chiara Gasparro, Sedona AZ

prefer to stay at home or
can't get to the other
locations.
The Advanced training
is still only available by corSuzanne Schiller, Los Angeles CA

respondence. It is designed
to assist students with a
guided study program that
completes the framework of
analysis, and gives the
student practice in applying
this language.
Chetan, Maui HI
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The next Analyst training is scheduled for September
24–27 in Taos. The four-day workshop is interactive, so that
students apply the principles and gain facility with the formula of giving a reading. This class completes the analyst
training program for those who wish to use Human Design
professionally.
Initially, the schedule was intended to allow the new trainees to stay longer in Taos and take a class with Ra. He asked
to change the location of the Fall Professional classes to
Sedona, though. So if you are going to attend the Analyst
training and then go on with Ra's classes, you can drive there
from Taos in a day or carpool with other students.
There are a total of three classes with Ra, beginning with
The Design of Sexuality, from September 29–October 4. This
six-day class is a definitive, comprehensive look at sexuality in
the Rave. This is a professional level class, meaning that you
should complete the Advanced training and be fluent in the
language of Human Design circuitry.
Following, Ra gives a class on Rave Return readings to
people who've completed the Analyst education. For licensed
analysts, this class qualifies you to offer this type of reading
to your clients. The Relationship Readings class is also for
those who've completed the Analyst education. Ra requested
that no one give relationship readings without attending this
class. It is where potentially the most damage can occur in
having an incomplete understanding.
The classes will be held at the Hampton Inn in Sedona
through October 10. Reservations for your accommodations in
Sedona should be made well in advance. Sedona housing is
more expensive than in Taos, however, there is no tax on the
class. Preregistration to attend any of these classes is
required. You can receive a 5% discount for full prepayment at
least three weeks before the class start.

Errata: The Rave I'Ching
Recently discovered a proofreading mistake in the new Rave
I'Ching: In gate 62, line 3, it shows Mercury fixing the line,
while in fact, it is Venus fixing the line. A little whiteout on
those horns of Mercury ought to do it.

To register call 505 758-2909

upcoming trainings

updated July 4, 1999, subject to change
for most current info check http://www.humandesignsystem.com/Education/5.htm
date

location

course

teacher

description

price

July 9–11

San Diego, CA

Basic training

Chetan

mechanics and language

$400

4

July 16–18

Los Angeles, CA

Basic training

Suzanne

mechanics and language

$400

4

August 13–15

Sedona, AZ

Basic training

Chiara

mechanics and language

$400

4

Sept 10–12

San Diego, CA

Basic training

Chetan

mechanics and language

$400

4

Sept 17–19

Jackson, WY

Basic training

Georgia

mechanics and language

$400

4

Sept 24–27

Taos, NM

Analyst training

Zeno

the Reading as a formula

$540

2, 4

Sept 29–Oct 4 Sedona, AZ

Design of Human Sexuality

Ra

genetic strategies for reproduction $900

2, 4

Oct 6–7

Sedona, AZ

The Rave Return reading

Ra

Analyst education

$300

3

Oct 8–10

Sedona, AZ

Relationship Readings

Ra

Analyst education

$450

3

April 2000

Taos NM

Basic Teachers seminar

NSSA

become a Basic training teacher

Accommodations in Taos

5

Footnotes

prerequisite Basic training
prerequisite Advanced education
3
prerequisite Analyst education
4
Some audit fees apply. Call.
5
Licensed analysts fulfilling certain requirements. Call.
• No recording permitted.
• Add 6.3% NM tax to Taos trainings.

Discount

5% discount for full payment received three weeks
before course start (except Basic trainings).

Book your accommodations early for the best rates.
Call Cheryl at 800 258-8436, or e-mail delnorte@laplaza.org
The Ramada Inn at 800 659-8267 offers corporate rates for HD students.

We're moving
We're moving beginning of August. It is possible that our usual
speed of service will suffer a bit at this time. Thanks for your
patience. All contact information remains the same.

footnote

1

2

Analyst training

Licensing program

An exam is given to test the student's knowledge of the
Body Graph, their grasp of Basic and Advanced
knowledge. By passing, the student is eligible to become
licensed as a Human Design analyst and to offer
Human Design analysis professionally.

An increasing number of people discover Human Design
analysis as beautiful and satisfying work. By licensing its
commercial use, we ensure both the analysts and the
public of a standard in presentation, price and
professionalism.

This training is hands-on, with practice sessions, chart
drawing and overview analysis, the information needed to
give an overview reading of an individual Rave chart.
The Basic and Advanced trainings are prerequisites for
the Analyst training. Participants are expected to be
familiar with the language of Human Design, to have had
an individual analysis reading, own the Rave I'Ching, a
current ephemeris and “from The Book of Letters.” The four
days in Taos are scheduled whenever enough participants
are ready to come, next time September 24–27.

Analysts are licensed by New Sun Services America. It
sets standards and maintains quality, gives business startup support, distributes products, offers analysts purchase
discounts and commissions.
Licensing requirements are the passing of the examination during the Analyst training, and the subsequent
submission of a taped practice reading, which will be evaluated by Human Design teachers. The license entails duties
and privileges and must be renewed every year. Details are
available on request.
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